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Details of Visit:

Author: bushwarbler
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 28th Feb 2006 5pm
Duration of Visit: 4 hours
Amount Paid: 450
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Lara Brooks
Website: http://www.larabrooks.co.uk/
Phone: 07890538271

The Premises:

Comfortable converted flat in semi-rural location with everything you need. Cosy, clean and warm;
great modern bathroom and king size bed. Very discrete with off road parking. Beware low beam
over bed! Ouch. Ouch again.

The Lady:

30-something I guess. Old enough to understand subtle, but young enough to be energetic. Very
attractive light brunette, with a body to die for. Slim with perfectly (IMHO) proportioned figure ,
smallish breasts (my favourite), and a rear end that defies belief. Epic tattoo on lower back and
pierced navel. Beautifully compact and tight pussy, shaved below with a small triangular tuft above,
is the most delectable and tasty I have ever had the pleasure to encounter. Subtle perfume that
doesn?t linger.

The Story:

After spending far too long lurking, the time has come to give some back.

Lara loves her job and is the consummate professional, always responding to your mood and happy
either to lead or be led. What?s more she adores sex. Definitely GFE, but with some serious horn!
No CIM, A and recently discontinued OWO, although with her oral technique I hardly noticed the
difference.

I like to spend as much time giving as receiving so I tend to go for longer appointments despite long
waits to save up the moolah ? This was my third meeting with Lara and it just gets better and better.

Arrived to find Lara looking immaculate as always, this time in stunning purply silky outfit with all the
bells and whistles. Quick catch up cuddle then on to sorting out the food I?d brought with so it would
be ready to prepare quickly later. Straight into a glass of champagne, then off to the sofa. Lara is
really easy to talk to, and as her website and previous FR?s suggest, she has a wide variety of
interests and experience and can hold her own on any subject. As the conversation progresses, the
flirting and touching comes naturally, and in no time at all clothes are flying every which way. She is
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a great kisser. And more, she loves being kissed everywhere. Her nipples are really sensitive (one
even more than the other as it happens, but I?ll let you find out which!) and their response is a sure
sign that things are heading in the right direction. Sooner or later Lara will let you know in no
uncertain terms that a good shag is now required. A little anticipation is a fine thing though, so I tend
to spin out the foreplay as long as I can until I can resist no more.

On to the main event then. Lara is supremely agile. Her personal favourite is mish where she
responds the best, but everything else I can think of is available too ? limbs everywhere, her on top,
sideways, hanging off the bed, 69, whatever, you name it ? and it?s all beyond compare. Note to
self ? having done it both standing yet. The telltale signs tell you she?s enjoying it too ? the blushing
cheeks, the gurgles and the sudden extra rush of moistness. Oh the joy of it all.

Two hours have sped by already, so we break for food and more wine. Before long we?re into the
second round ? the foreplay starts again, though shorter this time, then back at it like rabbits.

In conclusion, all I can say is that each time I have been with Lara this recipe has led to the most
intense orgasms I have ever experienced. And they get better. So much so I can?t see any reason
to move on, and I never thought I would say that.

Where I come from you always treat a lady with respect ? give Lara the time and attention she
deserves and you will be repaid handsomely!
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